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ABSTRACT

Machine learning has blossomed in recent decades and has become essential in many fields. It signif-
icantly solved some problems for particle physics—reconstruction, particle identification, event clas-
sification, etc. However, it is now time to break the limitation of conventional machine learning with
quantum computing. A support vector machine algorithm with a quantum kernel estimator (QSVM-
Kernel) leverages high-dimensional quantum state space to identify a signal from backgrounds. In
this study, we have employed this quantum machine learning algorithm to study the e+e− → ZH
process at the CEPC (Circular Electron-Positron Collider), a Higgs factory proposed by China. Using
6-qubits on quantum computer simulators, we have optimized the QSVM-Kernel algorithm and ob-
tained a similar classification performance to the classical support-vector machine algorithm. We have
also validated the QSVM-Kernel algorithm using 6-qubits on quantum computer hardware from both
IBM and Origin (a quantum technology company in China), where the classification performance is
approaching noiseless quantum computer simulators. Our study is one of the few examples that apply
state-of-the-art quantum computing technologies to particle physics, fundamental science that relies
on big experimental data.

1. Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2] by the ATLAS

and CMS experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
in 2012 was a significant milestone in particle physics. It
confirmed the fundamental particle spectrum of the Standard
Model and opened a new way to refine our understanding
of particle physics. Since then, the LHC experiments have
performed extensive studies on the Higgs boson properties:
clues for new physics would emerge if any measurement dis-
agrees with the Standard Model prediction. Furthermore,
Higgs factories based on lepton colliders have been proposed
to perform more precise measurements of the Higgs boson
properties and study the deeper structure of particle physics.
The Circular Electron-Positron Collider (CEPC), presented
by Chinese scientists, is one such collider that acts as a Higgs
factory. It will be located in a tunnel with a circumference of
approximately 100 km colliding electron-positron pairs at a
centre-of-mass energy of up to 250 GeV.

Machine learning has enjoyed widespread success in de-
tector simulation, particle reconstruction and data analyses
of experimental particle physics and dramatically enhances
the ability to achieve physics discovery. For instance, ma-
chine learning algorithms are used in ATLAS and CMS ex-
periments to help separate signals from backgrounds in the
observation of the Higgs boson production in association
with a top quark pair (tt̄H), which directly establishes the
Higgs boson couplings to the top quarks [3, 4].

Another essential tool for experimental particle physics
could be quantum machine learning. It uses quantum com-
puting to perform machine learning tasks that tackle large
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data dimensions. Quantum machine learning enables ef-
fective operations in high-dimensional quantum state spaces
where computers operatewith qubits instead of classical bits.
Therefore, it could provide fast computing speed and better
learning ability than classical machine learning. As an ex-
ample of quantum machine learning, a support-vector ma-
chine algorithm with a quantum kernel estimator (QSVM-
Kernel) [5, 6] encodes classical data into quantum state space
and makes accurate classifications for certain artificial data
sets.

In recent years, the field of quantum computing has de-
veloped rapidly. Superconducting quantum and optical quan-
tum computers have been successfully fabricated and have
demonstrated capabilities far beyond today’s supercomput-
ers in certain computing tasks [7, 8]. In the following decades,
this field will likely increase the number of qubits, improve
execution time, and reduce device noise for quantum com-
puters. These developments will lay a foundation for the
practical application of quantum computing.

Studying quantum machines to utilize the potential of
quantum advantage for future particle physics research is im-
portant. There have already been proof-of-principle studies
that apply quantum machine learning algorithms to detector
simulation, particle reconstruction and data analyses. For
example, the QSVM-Kernel algorithm has been employed in
a few physics analyses at the LHC using both quantum com-
puter simulators and superconducting quantum computer hard-
ware [9, 10, 11]. This study confirms that the quantum ma-
chine learning algorithm has the ability to separate signals
from backgrounds for certain realistic physics data sets. How-
ever, further improvements on both quantum algorithms and
quantum devices are still required before the actual use of
quantum machine learning in particle physics experiments.

In this study, we focus on applying the QSVM-Kernel al-
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gorithm to a physics analysis that measures ZH (the Higgs
boson production in associationwith a Z boson) at the CEPC.
Using quantum computer simulators, we pursue quantum al-
gorithm designs more suitable for particle physics data anal-
yses. On the other hand, we validate the performance of
the QSVM-Kernel algorithm using superconducting quan-
tum computer hardware provided by IBM and Origin Quan-
tum, a quantum technology company in China. We expect
improved quantum machine learning algorithms and quan-
tum computer hardware could facilitate physics discovery in
the exciting data planned to be produced by the CEPC.

2. Physics Analysis

Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagrams for the e+e− →
ZH → qq̄ production.

The CEPC will operate at a centre-of-mass energy of
about 250 GeV where the Higgs boson production cross-
section reaches maximum through the e+e− → ZH pro-
cess. Over one million Higgs bosons will be produced with
an integrated luminosity of 5.6 ab−1. These large statis-
tics and the clean final states of electron-positron collisions
will allow the CEPC experiments to measure the Higgs bo-
son properties with precision far beyond that at the LHC.
e+e− → ZH events can be tagged using the mass of the sys-
tem recoiling against theZ boson (“recoil mass”), calculated
using the difference between the electron-positron pair’s four
momentum and the Z boson’s four momentum. Combin-
ing this method with measurements in individual Higgs de-
cay channels will allow for model-independent measures of
both e+e− → ZH production cross section and Higgs de-
cay branching ratios, which is not feasible at the LHC. These
measurements will extract information on Higgs boson cou-
plings to other fundamental particles and provide sensitive
probes to physics beyond the Standard Model.

In our study, we focus on the H → , Z → qq̄ decay
mode of the e+e− → ZH process. See Figure 1 for a rep-
resentative Feynman diagram for this process. Although the
diphoton decay of the Higgs boson has a small branching
ratio in the SM, the two photons can be well identified and
measured, which boosts the precision in this channel. Events
are required to have two photon candidates retained as the
H →  candidate and two jets retained as the Z → qq̄
candidate. The leading photon candidate is required to have
energy greater than 35 GeV, the sub-leading photon candi-
date is required to have energy greater than 25GeV, and both
are required to have polar angles of | cos �| < 0.9. Jets are

required to have polar angles of | cos �| < 0.9. The main SM
background process in this analysis is the e+e− → (Z∕∗)
process where the ’s originate from initial or final state ra-
diation.

The Higgs signal and the SM background events are gen-
erated with WHIZARD-1.95 [12] and fast simulated with
the CEPC baseline detector design [13]. One can find more
details about the event generation on Ref [14].

To reduce the size of the background, we first do some
pre-selections. The transverse momentum of each photon
has to be larger than 20 GeV and the diphoton invariant mass
is required to fall within a broad mass window of 110 GeV <
m < 140 GeV. To separate signal from background after
pre-selections, we construct classifiers based on (either clas-
sical or quantum) machine learning algorithms. The kine-
matic features utilized by these classifiers include: the az-
imuthal separation between the two photonsΔ�(), themin-
imum angular distance between a photon and a jetmin(ΔR(, j)),
energy of the diphoton system e , the momentum of the
diphoton system p , difference in the momentum between
the diphoton system and dijet systemΔP,jj , and recoil mass
of the dijet system M jj

recoil. The outputs of these classifiers
can be used to create event categories and therefore improve
the analysis sensitivity.

3. Quantum algorithm
The support-vector machine (SVM) algorithm [15, 16]

with various kernel estimators has been one of the best-known
machine learning algorithms for classification problems, such
as identifying a small signal from large backgrounds. A
quantum version of the SVM algorithm with a quantum ker-
nel estimator (QSVM-Kernel) [5, 6] was proposed to lever-
age high-dimensional quantum state space for identification
accuracy and computational speed. This QSVM-Kernel al-
gorithm is employed and investigated in our study. Concep-
tually, the training phase of this algorithm can be divided
into three following steps.

3.1. Mapping classical datasets
For each classical data point in the training sample, we

use x⃗ to denote the vector of its kinematic features and use
y ∈ {−1, 1} to denote its event class (-1 for backgrounds and
1 for the signal). The QSVM-Kernel algorithm maps x⃗ to a
quantum state of N qubits, which is a superposition of 2N
eigenstates. All theN qubits are in the |0⟩ state. A quantum
feature map circuit Φ(x⃗), which represents a unitary trans-
formation, is applied to the N qubits and results in a new
quantum state:

|

|

Φ(x⃗)
⟩

= Φ(x⃗)
|

|

|

0⊗N
⟩

(1)

The quantum feature map circuit decides how the 2N dimen-
sional quantum state space will be utilized and the choice of
the circuit is essential for the performance of the QSVM-
Kernel algorithm. The quantum feature map Φ(x⃗) in our
study, shown in Figure 2 (a), is constituted by single-qubit
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Figure 2: (a) Quantum circuit of the quantum feature map Φ(x⃗) in our study. It is constituted by single-qubit rotation gates
(H , Rz and Ry) and two-qubit CNOT entangling gates. (b) Quantum circuit for evaluating the kernel entry for data events x⃗ in
our study.

rotation gates (H , Rz and Ry) and two-qubit CNOT entan-
gling gates. Given an input feature vector x⃗ (where xk de-
notes the ktℎ element of x⃗), the ktℎ qubit will be sequen-
tially rotated by an Hadamard (H) gate to the |0⟩+|1⟩

√

2
state,

rotated by a Rz gate for 2 ⋅xk around the z-axis of the Bloch
sphere, and rotated by aRy gate for xk around the y-axis. To
avoid long-depth circuits on noisy intermediate scale quan-
tum computers, CNOT entangling gates (which operate the
target qubits according to the state of the control qubits) are
arranged in an alternating manner: in the first layer, the ktℎ
CNOT gate takes the 2 ⋅ k− 1 qubit as the control qubit and
takes the 2 ⋅ k qubit as the target qubit; and in the second
layer, the ktℎ CNOT gate takes the 2 ⋅ k qubit as the control
qubit and takes the 2 ⋅ k + 1 qubit as the target qubit.

3.2. Quantum Kernel estimation
The QSVM-Kernel algorithm defines the “kernel entry”

between any two data points x⃗i and x⃗j as the square of the
inner product of their quantum states:

k(x⃗i, x⃗j) =
|

|

|

⟨

Φ(x⃗i)|| Φ(x⃗j)
⟩

|

|

|

2
. (2)

The mathematical implication of the kernel entry is the dis-
tance between the two data points in the high-dimensional
quantum state space. It can be shown that

k(x⃗i, x⃗j) =
|

|

|

|

⟨

0⊗N ||
|

 †
Φ(x⃗i)

Φ(x⃗j )
|

|

|

0⊗N
⟩|

|

|

|

2
. (3)

Therefore the kernel entry can be calculated usingN qubits
on a quantum computer, by preparing the †

Φ(x⃗i)
Φ(x⃗j )

|

|

0⊗N
⟩

state and measuring it on a standard basis with a sufficient
number of measurement shots. The frequency of obtaining
the |0⊗N⟩ state in the measurement outputs is taken as the
value of the kernel entry. Except theΦ(x⃗) design, the quan-
tum circuit for calculating the kernel entries is the same as
Ref [5] and given in Figure 2 (b).

3.3. Finding separating hyperplane
Using the kernel entries, the QSVM-Kernel algorithm

looks for a hyperplane that separate signal from background
in the quantum state space:

( t
∑

i=1
�iyik(x⃗i, x⃗) + b

)

= 0 (4)

where t is the size of the training dataset, i is the index of
the training data points, and (�i, b) are parameters to be opti-
mized. The optimization of the separating hyperplane takes
the same procedure as for the classical SVM, and is done in
a classical computer.

In the testing phase of theQSVM-Kernel algorithm, given
any new data point x⃗′, the kernel entry between x⃗′ and each
training data point is calculated on a quantum computer. Then,
on a classical computer and as for the classical SVM, the data
point x⃗′ is classified as “signal” or “background” based on
the separating hyperplane, i.e. the sign of (

∑t
i=1 �iyik(x⃗i, x⃗

′)+
b). In addition, the probability for the data point x⃗′ to be in
the signal class can be evaluated and used as a continuous
discriminant.

4. Results from Quantum Computer
Simulators
We employ the QSVM-Kernel algorithm using 6-qubits

on the StatevectorSimulator from the IBM Quantum frame-
work [17] and the Tensor Network Simulator from the Ori-
gin QPANDA framework [18]. Running on classical comput-
ers, these tools simulate quantum computers by computing
the wavefunction of the qubits as the quantum gates are ex-
ecuted, and outputs the “true” probabilities for each eigen-
state when measurements are performed. In our usage of
the quantum computer simulators, hardware noises are not
considered. These choices lead to reasonable computational
speed that allows us to explore large datasets. For a e+e− →

ZH analysis dataset of sizeM , we prepare 1
2M simulated
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Figure 3: The AUCs of the QSVM-Kernel and classical SVM classifiers for the e+e− → ZH analysis with different dataset sizes
from 1000 to 12500 events. Figure (a) overlays the AUC results of the QSVM-Kernel and the classical SVM as a function of
the dataset size. Figure (b) shows the difference in AUC between the QSVM-Kernel algorithm and the classical SVM algorithm,
again as a function of the dataset size. The quoted AUCs are the mean for the AUCs of several shuffles for the dataset and the
quoted errors are the standard deviations for the AUCs of the shuffles.
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Figure 4: ROC curves of machine learning classifiers using the
e+e− → ZH analysis dataset with 12500 events. The plot
overlays the results of the QSVM-Kernel algorithm (blue) and
classical SVM algorithm (red).

signal events and 1
2M simulated background events. We

split the analysis dataset into a training sample and a test
sample: the training sample consists of 13M simulated sig-
nal events and 1

3M simulated background events, and the test

sample consists of 16M simulated signal events and 1
6M sim-

ulated background events. To evaluate the statistical fluctu-
ation level, we perform this splitting several times, train and
test a QSVM-Kernel classifier for each shuffle, and report the
average and variation of the results. The SVM regulariza-
tion hyperparameter for QSVM-Kernel is optimized using a
cross-validation procedure [19, 20]. With the same datasets,
a classical SVM [15, 16] classifier with the RBF kernel is
trained using the scikit-learn package [21], which serves as
the classical counterpart for theQSVM-Kernel classifier. Us-
ing the same cross-validation procedure as for QSVM-Kernel,
we extensively optimize the SVM regularization hyperpa-
rameter and the RBF kernel’s  parameter.

We first build QSVM-Kernel and classical SVM classi-
fiers for a e+e− → ZH analysis dataset of 12500 events. To
study the performance of the machine learning-based mod-
els, we plot Receiver OperatingCharacteristic (ROC) curves,
which show background rejection (in y-axis) as a function
of signal efficiency (in x-axis) using the continuous discrim-
inants of the classifiers. The ROC curves for the QSVM-
Kernel algorithm (blue) and the classical SVM algorithm
(red) are overlaid in Figure 4. The IBM StatevectorSimula-
tor and the Origin Tensor Network Simulator produce identi-
cal ROC curves and are therefore shown together. Addition-
ally, we calculate the areas under the ROC curves (AUCs)
for the classifiers, which is a quantitative metric for evaluat-
ing the performances of machine learning applications. The
AUCof theQSVM-Kernel classifier is found to be 0.940±0.001,
compared to 0.947±0.002 for the classical SVM classifier.
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The comparison with the ROC curves and AUCs indicates
that the quantum SVM algorithm provides similar separa-
tion power with its classical counterpart in the e+e− → ZH
analysis dataset.

Furthermore, we construct QSVM-Kernel and classical
SVM classifiers for the e+e− → ZH analysis with different
dataset sizes from 1000 to 12500 events. Figure 3 (a) over-
lays the AUC results of the QSVM-Kernel and the classical
SVM as a function of the dataset size. Figure 3 (b) further
shows the difference in AUC between the QSVM-Kernel al-
gorithm and the classical SVM algorithm, again as a func-
tion of the dataset size. The quoted AUCs are the mean for
the AUCs of several shuffles for a dataset and the quoted er-
rors are the standard deviation for the AUCs of the shuffles.
As shown in the figure, concerning separating signal from
background for the e+e− → ZH analysis, both algorithms
improve the performances with larger dataset size, and for
up to 12500 events, the QSVM-Kernel algorithm performs
similarly to the classical SVM algorithm.
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Figure 5: The ROC curves of the QSVM-Kernel classifiers
from the IBM Nairobi quantum computer hardware, the Origin
Wuyuan quantum computer hardware and the quantum com-
puter simulators with the same e+e− → ZH analysis dataset.

5. Results from Quantum Computer
Hardware
In addition to the studies with noiseless quantum com-

puter simulators, we further investigate the QSVM-Kernel
algorithm with noisy quantum computer hardware, the 7-
qubit Nairobi quantum computer from the IBM company
and the 6-qubit Wuyuan quantum computer from the Origin
Quantum company. The core of both quantum computers
is a superconducting quantum chip system. We employed
6-qubits on both the IBM Nairobi and Origin Wuyuan quan-
tum computers. The topology structures of the qubits in the
quantum chip systems are shown in Figure 6. The quantum

circuits on the quantum computer hardware are identical to
those on the quantum computer simulators. Each quantum
circuit was executed and measured 10000 times to allow suf-
ficient statistical precision in evaluating kernel entries. Due
to the currently long execution time of the quantum com-
puter hardware, here we analyse a smaller e+e− → ZH
analysis dataset consisting of 100 training events and 100 test
events. We plot the ROC curves of the QSVM-Kernel clas-

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The topology structure of the (a) 7-qubits in the
IBM Nairobi and (b) 6-qubits in the Origin Wuyuan quantum
chip systems. For (a), our study uses qubit 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5.

sifiers from the IBM Nairobi and Origin Wuyuan quantum
computer hardware, as shown in Figure 5. The ROC curve
from the StatevectorSimulator and Tensor Network Simula-
tor with the same e+e− → ZH analysis dataset is over-
laid for comparison. The AUC reaches 0.894 from the Ori-
gin Wuyuan quantum computer hardware and 0.880 from
the IBM Nairobi quantum computer hardware, compared to
0.925 from the quantum computer simulators. We find that
the separation power provided by the current quantum com-
puter hardware is approaching that by the noiseless quantum
computer simulators. The remaining difference and the dif-
ference between IBMNairobi and OriginWuyuan results are
related to the quantum hardware noises and statistical fluc-
tuations at the time of executing the hardware tasks.

6. Conclusion
In this study, we have employed the QSVM-Kernel al-

gorithm to study the ZH process (Higgs boson production
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in association with a Z boson) at the CEPC, a Higgs fac-
tory proposed by China for exploring the deeper structure of
particle physics. QSVM-Kernel, a quantum machine learn-
ing algorithm, can leverage high-dimensional quantum state
space for identifying a signal from backgrounds. Using 6-
qubits on quantum computer simulators, we optimised the
QSVM-Kernel algorithm’s quantum circuits for our parti-
cle physics data analysis. We obtained a similar classifica-
tion performance to the classical SVM algorithm with dif-
ferent dataset sizes (from 1000 events to 12500 events). On
the other hand, we have validated the QSVM-Kernel algo-
rithm using 6-qubits on superconducting quantum computer
hardware from both IBM and Origin (a quantum technology
company in China). This validation characterises the clas-
sification performance for a small dataset (of 100 events)
which approaches noiseless quantum computer simulators.
Our study is one of the few examples that apply state-of-
the-art quantum computing technologies to particle physics,
fundamental science that relies on big experimental data.

Looking toward the future, given the incredible momen-
tum in the field of quantum technology, we expect to see sig-
nificantly improved quantum machine learning algorithms
and quantum computer hardware. With these, particle physi-
cists could better handle high dimensions and large-size physics
datasets from future particle colliders, providing possibili-
ties for discovering new fundamental particles and interac-
tions.
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